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lOlDy liossbauer spectroscopy v/as czrriod out at $.2 K on Dy^_./{rA?9
for 0<;:5 0.5. For x = 0 v/s find 3^530 T and TQ.-r23iO MHz, closa to
free ion values. For x >0 both 8 and f~ dacraase waakly. lie obtain
(*BJn=-t4 T, UfQ)n=-110 MHz and (A3)nn=+1.5 T, Uf Q) n n=*4 Mz
per replaced n22rsst and next nearast Dy * neighbor, respectively.
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Measurements of changes in hyparfine (hf) field of a magnetic

rare earth (RE) with variation of nearest (n) and next

nearest (nn) neighbor configuration are rather scarce, if one

excludes the S-state ions Eu2*,Gd3* and Yb2+. In typical RE the

magnetic hf field is largely a local ionic property which will

depend only weakly on surroundings. Changes can only be

detected with a high resolution resonance like the 25 keV

transition in Oy. The deternii nation of distributions in

hf parameters by Mossbauer spectroscopy in connection with

studies of amorphous RE magnets has given much insight into

the microscopic properties of this class of materials. A detailed

analysis of such data needs the conparison with corresponding

results on crystalline random alloys.

Powdered material preparsd from natural Dy according to /1/ was

used as absorber (2nig 'Dy/crn). DyAl2 crystallizes in the C15

(MgCu-) structure. Dy3* ions occupy dianond lattice sites. They

have 4 nearest Dy neighbors in tetrahcdral coordination st

3.39 R and 12 next'nearest Dy3+ at 5.25 S. The Curie

temperature o? ^\~^^z is T c = 6 2 K * o r x = 0 a n a *s e x P e c t s d

to decrease linearly with x. Magnetic saturation is thus ensursd

for x£0.6 at 4.2 K. The source was 160GdF3 at 300 K. Data

analysis included ths dispersion tern /2/ and nuclear

polarization.

Typical spectra shows Fig.1. Analysis with a single set of nean

hf parameters led to the results given in table 1. Here B is the
2

hf field, fQ=e qQ/h is the quadrupole coupling, S is the isomer
shift with respect to DyF, and M the observed F!.'H.*1 resonance

linewidth. Such a fit, however, failed badly for x2r0.5. The

situation was improvod by using the standard statistical model.

It assumes constant contributions (*3)n> (•d3)nn and {<jfo}n,

(Afg)nn
 p e r D^ replaced in the n and nn shell and a

binomial distribution of Y Ions. M and S were constrained to

their values at x=0. This fit is shown in fig. 1, bottom. The

influence of the n shell is clearly nKsasureable;

(*8)n=-i4(2) T and (*fQ)n=-T10(J0) IWz.

The contribution by nn neighbors is at the limit of resolution:

(*B)nn=+1.6(1.0} T and (*fQ)nn=+4{3) HHz.

The total variation in hf field is s.iall, as expected. For x->I

one calculates BQ=543 T. Compared to 8^=589 T for pure DyAl^ it

represents a drop of «>6%. This is in lino irith tho narrow
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distribution of hf field observed in amorphous RE intornetallics.
For example, in amorphous DyAg a field distribution with relative
width aD/De*2% was found /3/. Mew magnetization measurements /4/
on Dy Al2 gave a saturation moment of 9.35(0.15) u0 which is
practically the free ion moment (10.0 u g ) . Extrapolating
neutron diffraction results /5/ on Dy, VY VA1 9 towards x-»1
results in a Dy moment of «*9.4 ug. The 4f-free ion field of
Dy 3 + is listed as B4f=620 T, a relativistic calculation /6/
gives 34f=632 T. The measured hf fields are thus always lower
than expected from the ratio of the moment relative to its frae
ion value. This is true also for Dy metal and other intermetallics
except those which contain a 3d-transition element. There are two
other local contributions besides B,- to the hf field. One is
the core polarization field. It has been estimated theoretically
111 to be insignificantly snail (*»2T), but measurements do not
exist. The other is the field produced via the polarization of

conduction electrons by the local 4f spin. Its size is not known
o. 2+

for Dy in r.ietals, but in the neighboring S-state ions Eu
and Eu it is around 20 T.

The observed reduction in hf field is likely to arise from:
(i) The hf field transferred to the Dy ion from the surrounding
magnetic ions, mainly via conduction electron polarization,
(ii) The reduction of u»^ and hence B.,- by small changes in

3+crystaliine electric field. The substituion by Y slighly
alters the lattice parameter and reduces the local symmetry. The
existence of such an effect is visible in the change of fQ which
will be discussed below. Neutron diffraction data cited above
indicate that the change in momei.t could account for most of the
variation seen in Dy hf field. Mbssbauer data on substituted
ErAl, /8/ are also available, but suffer fron the much poorer
resolution of the Er resonance. In addition, in the region
x£0.5 the magnetic structure becomes complex /9/. The fairly
broad and markedly shifted resonance lines in Ern c Y n -Alo lead
to a value of (<*B)n about twice as largo as our result for Dy.
However, other contributions to lines shape distortions like
ferromagnetic relaxation can not safely be excluded. In tha present
investigation measurements were nada also at higher temperatures.
Mo changes in spectral shape other than the usuel collapse of
hf splitting an approaching T were observed, showing
relaxation lineshaps distortion to be absent.



KHR data /\Qf on 6d1_xYxAl2 gave (B1-Bof= 2.2 (0.2)T . However,
Gd3* has no orbital contribution to the hf field: Bj is one
order of magnitude smaller (B^ =-17 T) and arises solely from core
and conduction electron polarization. This makes the situation
considerably more complex.

The result for fq in pure DyAl2 is very close to the value
(fg}4f=2855 MHz calculated for the 4f free ion interaction. The
cubic site of Dy excludes a lattice contribution. The destruction
of cubic symmetry by random replacement with V produces an
additional lattice gradient in opposite direction to the 4f gradient.
The same phenomenon is seen even more-pronounced in anorphous
DyAg /3/ v/hare a mean lattice quadrupole coupling of -350 IVAz was .
found. Tha lattice gradient present in ̂ V\^'y,^2 at ttl8 lifnit

x->1 is not significantly smaller, although the lattice structure
regains crystalline. Sines quadrupole coupling is a fsirly short
range interaction, the similarity of results in the two typ?s of
alloys is taken as evidence that in the amorphous interrnctaHics
the nearest neighbor structure is not completely random.
l/e wish to thank Dr. A. Meyer (Siemens Forschungslabor, Munchen)

for the preparation of alloy samples.
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Mossbauer hf parameters for alloys

X

0
0.
0.

2
5

B (T)

580

576
563

(3)

(3)
(5)

fQ (MHz)

2315
2775
2610

(20)

(20)
(35)

S

0.

1.
1.

(mm/s)

9
0
0

(0.
(0.

(0.

1)

1)
2)

1/

4,
5.
12.

(rnn/s)

4

8
2

(0.15
(0.1)
(0.3)
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Figure caption:

Fig. 1: Mossbauer spectra of Dy, VY WA1 O. Top: x=0,
niddle x=0.2, botton x=0.5.
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